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Abstract In this paper we consider three variants of accepting networks of evolutionary
processors. It is known that two of them are equivalent to Turing machines. We propose
here a direct simulation of one device by the other. Each computational step in one model
is simulated in a constant number of computational steps in the other one while a
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translation via Turing machines squares the time complexity. We also discuss the possibility of constructing simulations that preserve not only complexity, but also the shape of
the simulated network.
Keywords Evolutionary processor  Uniform evolutionary processor 
Network of evolutionary processors  Filtered connection

1 Introduction
A basic architecture for parallel and distributed computing consists of several processors,
each of them placed in a node of a virtual complete graph, which are able to handle data
associated with the respective node. Each node processor acts on the local data in
accordance with some predefined rules. Local data is then sent through the network
according to well-defined protocols. Only data which is able to pass a filtering process can
be communicated. This filtering process may be required to satisfy some conditions
imposed by the sending processor, by the receiving processor, or by both of them. All the
nodes simultaneously send their data and the receiving nodes also simultaneously handle
all the arriving messages, according to specific strategies. This general architecture is met
in several areas of Computer Science like Artificial Intelligence (Hillis 1985; Fahlman
et al. 1983), Symbolic Computation (Errico and Jesshope 1994), Grammar Systems (Păun
and Sântean 1989), and Membrane Computing (Păun 2000).
A further example of such an architecture is the accepting hybrid network of
evolutionary processors (AHNEP for short) originated in connection with the work
(Csuhaj-Varjú and Salomaa 1997), where a distributed computing device called a network
of language processors is proposed. A network of language processors consists of several
language generating devices associated with nodes of a virtual graph that rewrite words
(representing the current state of the nodes) according to some prescribed rewriting mode
and communicate the obtained words along the network using input and output filters
defined by the membership condition with respect to some regular languages.
In (Castellanos et al. 2001) the concept (considered from a formal language theory point
of view in (Csuhaj-Varjú and Salomaa 1997)) was modified in the following way inspired
by cell biology (see also (Csuhaj-Varjú and Mitrana 2000) that considers a computing
model which might model some properties of evolving cell communities at the syntactical
level). Each processor placed in a node is called an evolutionary processor, i.e. an abstract
processor which is able to perform very simple operations, namely point mutations in a
DNA sequence (insertion, deletion or substitution of a pair of nucleotides). More generally,
each node may be viewed as a cell having genetic information encoded in DNA sequences
which may evolve by local evolutionary events, i.e. point mutations. Each node is specialized just for one of these evolutionary operations. Furthermore, the data in each node is
organized in the form of multisets of words (each word may appear in an arbitrarily large
number of copies), and all copies are processed in parallel so that all the possible events
that can take place do actually take place. Furthermore, all the nodes simultaneously send
their data and the receiving nodes also simultaneously handle all the arriving messages,
according to some strategies modeled as permitting and forbidding filters and filtering
criteria; see (Margenstern et al. 2005). A series of papers was devoted to different variants
of this model viewed as language generating devices; a few rather recent works investigating this model are (Alhazov et al. 2009a, b; Dassow and Truthe 2007). The work
(Martı́n-Vide and Mitrana 2005) is an early survey in this area.
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The reader interested in a more detailed discussion about the accepting model is referred
to (Margenstern et al. 2005; Manea et al. 2007). In (Margenstern et al. 2005) it is shown
that this model is computationally complete and a characterization of the complexity class
NP based on AHNEPs is presented.
It is clear that filters associated with each node of an AHNEP allow a strong control of
the computation. Indeed, every node has one input and one output filter; two nodes can
exchange data if it passes the output filter of the sender and the input filter of the receiver.
Moreover, if some data is sent out by some node and not able to enter any node, then it is
lost. The AHNEP model considered in (Margenstern et al. 2005) is simplified in (Drăgoi
et al. 2007) by moving the filters from the nodes to the edges. Each edge is viewed as a
two-way channel such that the input and output filters, respectively, of the two nodes
connected by the edge coincide. Clearly, the possibility of controlling the computation in
such networks seems to be diminished. For instance, there is no possibility to discard data
during the communication steps. In spite of this fact, in the aforementioned work one
proves that these new devices, called accepting networks of evolutionary processors with
filtered connections (AHNEPFC) are still computationally complete. This means that
moving the filters from the nodes to the edges does not decrease the computational power
of the model. Although the two variants are equivalent from the computational power point
of view, no direct proof for this equivalence has been proposed until the work (Bottoni
et al. 2009a), where direct simulations between the two variants are presented. Moreover,
both simulations are time efficient, namely each computational step in one model is
simulated in a constant number of computational steps in the other. This is particularly
useful when one wants to translate a solution from one model into the other, whereas a
translation via a Turing machine squares the time complexity of the new solution. The aim
of this paper is to consider another variant which simplifies the general AHNEP model
such that filters remain associated with nodes but the input and output filters of every node
coincide. This variant called accepting networks of uniform evolutionary processors
(UAHNEP) is situated somehow in between the aforementioned ones. This paper is along
the same lines of (Bottoni et al. 2009a) and extends it with a new simulation between
AHNEP and UAHNEP that is still complexity-preserving. Moreover and rather unexpectedly, this simulation also preserves the completeness of the simulated network, a
property that does not always hold for the other two simulations.

2 Basic definitions
We start by summarizing the notions used throughout the paper (for more details see
Rozenberg and Salomaa 1997). An alphabet is a finite and nonempty set of symbols. The
cardinality of a finite set A is written card(A). Any finite sequence of symbols from an
alphabet V is called word over V. The set of all words over V is denoted by V  and the
empty word is denoted by e. The length of a word x is denoted by |x| while alph(x) denotes
the minimal alphabet W such that x 2 W  .
We say that a rule a ! b, with a; b 2 V [ feg and ab 6¼ e is a substitution rule if both
a and b are not e; it is a deletion rule if a 6¼ e and b ¼ e; it is an insertion rule if a ¼ e and
b 6¼ e. The set of all substitution, deletion, and insertion rules over an alphabet V are
denoted by SubV ; DelV , and InsV, respectively.
Given a rule r as above and a word w 2 V  , we define the following actions of r on w:
– If r  a ! b 2 SubV , then
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r ðwÞ ¼

fubv : 9u; v 2 V  ðw ¼ uavÞg;
fwg; otherwise

Note that a rule as above is applied to all occurrences of the letter a in different copies of
the word w. An implicit assumption is that
copies of w are available.
 arbitrarily many
fuv : 9u; v 2 V  ðw ¼ uavÞg;

– If r  a ! e 2 DelV , then r ðwÞ ¼
fwg; otherwise


fu : w ¼ uag;
fv : w ¼ avg;
r
l
r ðwÞ ¼
r ðwÞ ¼
fwg; otherwise
fwg; otherwise
– If r  e ! a 2 InsV , then r ðwÞ ¼ fuav : 9u; v 2 V  ðw ¼ uvÞg; rr ðwÞ ¼ fwag;
rl ðwÞ ¼ fawg:
a 2 f; l; rg expresses the way of applying a deletion or insertion rule to a word, namely at
any position ða ¼ Þ, in the left (a = l), or in the right (a = r) end of the word,

respectively. For every
S a rule r, action a 2 f; l; rg, and L  V , we define the a-action of r
r ðwÞ. Given a finite set of rules M, we define the a -action of M on
on L by ra ðLÞ ¼
w2L

the word w and the language L by:
M a ðwÞ ¼

[

ra ðwÞ and M a ðLÞ ¼

r2M

[

M a ðwÞ;

w2L
a

respectively. By convention we set ; ðwÞ ¼ fwg: In what follows, we shall refer to the
rewriting operations defined above as evolutionary operations since they may be viewed as
linguistic formulations of local DNA mutations.
For two disjoint subsets P and F of an alphabet V and a word z over V, we define the
predicates:
^
uðsÞ ðz; P; FÞ  P  alphðzÞ
uðwÞ ðz; P; FÞ  ðP 6¼ ;Þ ! ðalphðzÞ \ P 6¼ ;Þ ^

F \ alphðzÞ ¼ ;
F \ alphðzÞ ¼ ;:

The construction of these predicates is based on random-context conditions defined by the
two sets P (permitting contexts/symbols) and F (forbidding contexts/symbols). Informally,
the first condition ((s) stands for strong) requires that all permitting symbols are present in
z and no forbidding symbol is present in z, while the second one ((w) stands for weak) is a
weaker variant of the first, requiring that at least one permitting symbol appears in z and no
forbidding symbol is present in z. For every language L  V  and b 2 fðsÞ; ðwÞg, we
define:
ub ðL; P; FÞ ¼ fz 2 L j ub ðz; P; FÞg:
An evolutionary processor over V is a tuple (M, PI, FI, PO, FO), where:
– M is a set of substitution, deletion or insertion rules over the alphabet V. Formally:
ðM  SubV Þ or ðM  DelV Þ or ðM  InsV Þ. The set M represents the set of
evolutionary rules of the processor. As one can see, a processor is ‘‘specialized’’ in
one evolutionary operation only.
– PI; FI  V are the input permitting/forbidding contexts of the processor, while
PO; FO  V are the output permitting/forbidding contexts of the processor. Informally,
the permitting contexts sets of symbols that should be present in a word, for it enters/
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leaves the processor, while the forbidding contexts sets of symbols that should not be
present in a word for it enters/leaves the processor.
An evolutionary processor as above with PI = PO = P and FI = FO = F is called a
uniform evolutionary processor and is defined as the triple (M, P, F). We denote the set of
(uniform) evolutionary processors over V by (U)EPV. Obviously, the (uniform) evolutionary processor described here is a mathematical concept similar to that of an evolutionary algorithm, both being inspired by the Darwinian evolution. The rewriting
operations we have considered might be interpreted as mutations and the filtering process
described above might be viewed as a selection process. Recombination is missing but it
was asserted that evolutionary and functional relationships between genes can be captured
by taking only local mutations into consideration (Sankoff et al. 1992). Furthermore, we
are not concerned here with a possible biological implementation of these processors,
though it is a matter of great importance.
An accepting hybrid network of evolutionary processors (AHNEP for short) is a 7-tuple
C ¼ ðV; U; G; N ; a; b; xI ; xO Þ, where:
• V and U are the input and network alphabets, respectively, V  U.
• G ¼ ðXG ; EG Þ is an undirected graph without loops, with the set of nodes XG and the set
of edges EG. Each edge is given in the form of a binary set. G is called the underlying
graph of the network.
• N : XG ! EPU is a mapping which associates with each node x 2 XG the
evolutionary processor N ðxÞ ¼ ðMx ; PIx ; FIx ; POx ; FOx Þ.
• a : XG ! f; l; rg; a(x) gives the action mode of the rules of node x on the words
existing in that node.
• b : XG ! fðsÞ; ðwÞg defines the type of the input/output filters of a node. More
precisely, for every node, x 2 XG , the following filters are defined:
input filter : qx ðÞ ¼ ubðxÞ ð; PIx ; FIx Þ;
output filter : sx ðÞ ¼ ubðxÞ ð; POx ; FOx Þ:
That is, qx(z) (resp. sx) indicates whether or not the word z can pass the input (resp. output)
filter of x. More generally, qx(L) (resp. sx(L)) is the set of words of L that can pass the input
(resp. output) filter of x.
• xI and xO 2 XG are the input node, and the output node, respectively, of the AHNEP.
An accepting hybrid network of uniform evolutionary processors (abbreviated as
UAHNEP) is an AHNEP with uniform evolutionary processors only.
An accepting hybrid network of evolutionary processors with filtered connections
(shortly AHNEPFC) is an 8-tuple C ¼ ðV; U; G; R; N ; a; b; xI ; xO Þ; where:
• V, U, G, a, xI, and xO have the same meaning as for AHNEPs.
• R : XG ! 2SubU [ 2DelU [ 2InsU is a mapping which associates with each node the set
of evolutionary rules that can be applied in that node. As above, each node is associated
only with one type of evolutionary rules.
• N : EG ! 2U  2U is a mapping which associates with each edge e 2 EG the disjoint
sets N ðeÞ ¼ ðPe ; Fe Þ; Pe ; Fe  U.
• b : EG ! fðsÞ; ðwÞg defines the filter type of an edge.
Figure 1 makes the differences between the three variants as well as the gradual way of
passing from the (intuitively) more complex variant to the simplest one clearer. In this
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figure, we sketch two connected nodes (represented by circles) for every variant and the
filters associated with them or with their connection.
For all three variants we say that card(XG) is the size of C. When we want to refer to any
of the three variants we use the notation [U]AHNEP[FC].

A configuration of an [U]AHNEP[FC] C as above is a mapping C : XG ! 2V which
associates a set of words with every node of the graph. A configuration may be understood
as the sets of words which are present in any node at a given moment. A configuration can
change either by an evolutionary step or by a communication step.
An evolutionary step is common to all models. When changing by an evolutionary step
each component C(x) of the configuration C is changed in accordance with the set of
evolutionary rules Mx associated with the node x and the way of applying these rules a(x).
Formally, we say that the configuration C0 is obtained in one evolutionary step from the
configuration C, written as C ¼) C 0 , if and only if
C0 ðxÞ ¼ MxaðxÞ ðCðxÞÞ for all x 2 XG :
A communication step is common to AHNEP and UAHNEP. When changing by a
communication step, each node processor x 2 XG of an [U]AHNEP sends one copy of each
word it has (without keeping any copy of it), which is able to pass the output filter of x, to
all the node processors connected to x and receives all the words sent by any node
processor connected with x provided that they can pass its input filter. Formally, we say
that the configuration C0 is obtained in one communication step from configuration C,
written as C ‘ C0 , if and only if
[
ðsy ðCðyÞÞ \ qx ðCðyÞÞÞ
C0 ðxÞ ¼ ðCðxÞ n sx ðCðxÞÞÞ [
fx;yg2EG

Fig. 1 Processors and filters in
different types of AHNEPs
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for all x 2 XG : Note that words which leave a node are eliminated from that node. If they
cannot pass the input filter of any node, they are lost.
When changing by a communication step, each node processor x 2 XG of an AHNEPFC
sends one copy of each word it has to every node processor y connected to x, provided they
can pass the filter of the edge between x and y. It keeps no copy of these words but receives
all the words sent by any node processor z connected with x providing that they can pass
the filter of the edge between x and z.
Formally, we say that the configuration C0 is obtained in one communication step from
configuration C, written as C ‘ C0 , iff
0
0
11
[
ubðfx;ygÞ ðCðxÞ; N ðfx; ygÞÞAA
C0 ðxÞ ¼ @CðxÞ n @
0
[@

fx;yg2EG

[

1

ubðfx;ygÞ ðCðyÞ; N ðfx; ygÞÞA

fx;yg2EG

for all x 2 XG : Note that a copy of a word remains in the sending node x only if it is not
able to pass the filter of any edge connected to x.
Let C be an [U]AHNEP[FC], the computation of C on the input word z 2 V  is a
ðzÞ

ðzÞ

ðzÞ

sequence of configurations C0 ; C1 ; C2 ; . . ., where C(z)
0 is the initial configuration of C
defined by

ðzÞ
C0 ðxI Þ

¼ fzg and

ðzÞ
C0 ðxÞ

ðzÞ

ðzÞ

ðzÞ

¼ ; for all x 2 XG ; x 6¼ xI ; C2i ¼) C2iþ1 and C2iþ1

ðzÞ

‘ C2iþ2 , for all i 0. By the previous definitions, each configuration C(z)
is uniquely
i
(z)
determined by the configuration Ci-1. A computation as above is said to be an accepting
computation if there exists a configuration in which the set of words existing in the output
node xO is non-empty. The language accepted by C is
LðCÞ ¼ fz 2 V  j the computation of C on z is an accepting oneg:
We define a time complexity measure on [U]AHNEP[FC]s. To this aim we consider an
[U]AHNEP[FC] C with the input alphabet V. The time complexity of the halting compuðzÞ

ðzÞ

ðzÞ

tation C0 ; C1 ; C2 ; . . .CmðzÞ of C on z 2 V  is denoted by timeC ðzÞ and equals m. The time
complexity of C is the function from f : N to f : N, TimeC ðnÞ ¼ maxftimeC ðzÞ j z 2
LðCÞ; jzj ¼ ng: In other words, TimeC ðnÞ delivers the maximal number of computational
steps done by C for accepting an input word of length n.
For a function f : N ! N we define:
Time½U AHNEP½FC ðf ðnÞÞ ¼ fL j there exists an [U]AHNEP[FC]C
which accepts L; and n0 such that 8n

n0 ðTimeC ðnÞ

f ðnÞÞg:

In the following sections we show that
TimeAHNEP ðf ðnÞÞ ¼ TimeUAHNEP ðf ðnÞÞ ¼ TimeAHNEPFC ðf ðnÞÞ
for any function f : N ! N. The proofs are based on direct simulations of each variant by
the others and these simulations preserve the computational complexity.
3 Direct simulations between AHNEPs and UAHNEPs
As each UAHNEP can be immediately transformed into an AHNEP, we have:
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Proposition 1

TimeUAHNEP ðf ðnÞÞ  TimeAHNEP ðf ðnÞÞ for any function f : N ! N.

The converse is also true, namely:
Proposition 2

TimeAHNEP ðf ðnÞÞ  TimeUAHNEP ðf ðnÞÞ for any function f : N ! N.

Proof Let C ¼ ðV; U; G; N ; a; b; x1 ; xn Þ be an AHNEP with the underlying graph G ¼
ðXG ; EG Þ and XG ¼ fx1 ; x2 ; . . .; xn g for some n 1. Let further domðMxi Þ ¼ fX 2 U j


0
X ! Y 2 Mxi g. We construct the UAHNEP C0 ¼ V; U 0 ; G0 ; N ; a0 ; b0 ; x01 ; x0n , where
U N ¼ fX N j X 2 U g;
¼i j 1
T ¼ f£g [ f$i ; #i ;ci ; Y
--

U 0 ¼ U [ U N [ UH [ T;
UH ¼ fXH j X 2 Ug;

i

ng;



and the nodes and edges of G0 are defined as in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4 and x01 ; xstart
2 E G0 :
1
Case 1. Let xi ; 1 i n  1, be a substitution node. If b(xi) = (w), then the nodes
defined in Table 2 belong to XG0 .
All the edges
 start 1 
–
x ;x ,
 1checkin1 1 
–
x
; x for 1 i n  1,
 1i 2   i 1 2 
–
xi ; xi ; xi ; xi ðYÞ for Y 2 domðMxi Þ and 1 i n  1,
 1 return1   1 return2 
–
x ;x
; xi ; xi
for 1 i n  1,
 i2 i3 
–
xi ; xi for 1 i n  1,
 3 checkout   3 return1   3 return2 
; xi ; xi
; x ;x
, for 1 i n  1,
–
x ; xi
 icheckout
  checkout i 2 i 
–
xi
; xcontinue
;
x
ðYÞ
for
Y 2 domðMxi Þ and 1 i n  1,
;
x
i
i
i
n
o
continue checkin
; xj
–
xi
for all fxi ; xj g 2 EG ; 1 i 6¼ j n  1,
 2
  2

return1
2
; xi ðYÞ; xreturn
for Y 2 domðMxi Þ, and 1 i n  1
–
xi ðYÞ; xi
i
belong to EG0 . For a better visualization we refer to Fig. 2.
returnk

2
2
is replaced by p 1 nodes of the form xi
; 1 k p, where
If b(xi) = (s), then xreturn
i
POxi ¼ fZ1 ; Z2 ; . . .; Zp g; p 1. They are presented in Table 3. Furthermore, if POxi ¼ ;,
2
is removed. Now an edge between x1i ; x3i and each node x2i ðYÞ; Y 2 domðMxi Þ,
then xreturn
i

returnk2

on the one hand, and each node xi

, on the other hand, is added to EG0 .

Case 2. If xi ; 1 i n  1, is an insertion node, then all the nodes, except for
x2i ðYÞ; Y 2 domðMxi Þ, defined in Tables 2 and 3 belong to XG0 . Also all the
edges, except for those incident to x2i ðYÞ; Y 2 domðMxi Þ, belong to EG0 .
Case 3. Let xi ; 1 i n  1, be a deletion node. If b(xi) = (w), then the following
modifications regarding the nodes defined in Table 2 have to be done:

Table 1 Two initial nodes of the UAHNEP simulating an AHNEP
Node

M

P

F

a0

b0

x01

fe ! £g

{£}

ðUH [ U N [ T Þ n f£g



(s)

xstart
1

f£ ! #1 g

;

ðUH [ U N [ T Þ n f£; #1 g



(s)
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Table 2 Derived UAHNEP nodes for simulating an AHNEP node
a0

b0

PIxi

ðFIxi [ UH [ TÞ n f$i ; #i g



b(xi)

{#i }

f ci g

a(xi)

(s)

f#i ! ci g

U.

T n f ci ; #i g



(w)

x2i ðYÞ;
Y 2 domðMxi Þ

f#i ! ci g

{#i}

ðfYg [ T [ UH Þ n f ci ; #i g



(w)

x3i

fXH ! X j X 2 Ug
f ci ! ¼
Yi g

f ci g

(s)



b(xi)

xcontinue
i

¼
Y i ! $j j fxi ; xj g 2 EG g

;

;
FOxi [ UH [ ðT n f ci ; ¼
Y i gÞ
¼
T n ðfY i g [ f$j j fxi ; xj g 2 EG gÞ]]



xcheck-out
i



(s)

1
xreturn
i
return2
xi

f ci ! #i g

FOxi

UH [ f$j ; ¼
Yj j 1



(w)

f ci ! #i g

;

POxi [ f$j ; ¼
Yj j 1



(s)

fY ! XH j Y ! X 2 Mxi g

x2i

--

--- --

--

f$i ! #i g

x1i

--

xcheck-in
i

--

P

-- --

M

--

F

Node

POxi

j

ng
ng [ UH

j

Fig. 2 Overall structure of a subnetwork of the UAHNEP simulating a substitution node of the AHNEP
Table 3 Return nodes for the case of strong filtering

returnk2

xi

M

P

F

f ci ! #i g

POxi n fZk g

fZk g [ UH [ f$j ; ¼
Yj j 1

--

Node

j

ng

a0

b0



(w)
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Table 4 Modified nodes for weak filtering
a0

b0

P

F

x1i

fY ! Y N j Y ! e 2 Mxi g

{#i}

f ci g



(s)

x3i

fY N ! e j Y 2 Ug

fci g

;

a(xi)

(s)

--

M

--

Node

1
2
– U. is replaced by Um in the filters of the nodes xcheckin
; x2i ; xreturn
; xreturn
i
i
i
check-out
and xi
.
– Nodes x1i and x3i are replaced by the nodes in Table 4.

returnk

2
If b(xi) = (s), then U. is replaced by Um in all filters of the nodes xi
from Table 3.
return2
Furthermore, if POxi ¼ ;, then xi
is removed. All the corresponding edges in EG0 are
modified accordingly.
The output node x0n is defined as follows: Mx0n ¼ Mxn , Px0n ¼ PIxn and Fx0n ¼ FIxn , with


 


a0 x0n ¼ aðxn Þ; b0 x0n ¼ bðxn Þ. Finally, we add all the edges xcontinue
; x0n ; 1 i n  1,
i
to EG0 .
We now analyze a computation of C0 on an input word, say z. In the input node x01, the
symbol £ is inserted at all positions of z in different copies of z. All these words enter xstart
1
where the symbol £ is replaced by #1. We start now a simulation of the first evolutionary step
executed by C on the input word z. More generally, we may assume that the current word is
z ¼ z1 #i z2 , for some 1 i n  1, placed in x1i , and z1 z2 2 U  is placed in xi of XG.
We suppose that xi is a substitution node in C and b(xi) = (w). The analysis for the case
when xi is a substitution node in C and b(xi) = (s) is identical. In x1i , an occurrence of some
symbol Y in z1 #i z2 is replaced by X. iff the same occurrence of Y in z1 z2 can be replaced by
X in the node xi 2 XG . Let y1 #i y2 be one word obtained after a substitution rule has been
applied to z1 #i z2 in x1i . Note that if there exists Y 2 domðMxi Þ such that Y 62 alphðz1 z2 Þ, then
z1 #i z2 may go out from x1i and enter the following nodes:

, provided that z1 z2 can pass the input filter of xi from C,
• xcheck-in
i
1
2
• xreturn
and
xreturn
, provided that z1 z2 cannot pass the output filter of xi from C,
i
i
2
• xi (Y).

--

--

--

--

--

It is worth mentioning that in this case also z1 z2 can stay unchanged for one evolutionary step
, then the ‘‘pingin xi 2 G. We analyze all cases. If z1 #i z2 goes out from x1i and enters xcheck-in
i
may continue either forever or until the word contains a
pong’’ process between x1i and xcheck-in
i
1
2
symbol from U.. If z1 #i z2 goes out from x1i and enters xreturn
or xreturn
, then a similar ‘‘pingi
i
return1
return2
pong’’ process takes place between xi
or xi
on the one hand, and x1i and x2i (Y), on the
other hand. If z1 #i z2 goes out from x1i and enters x2i (Y), then #i is replaced by ci ; the new word
1
2
; xreturn
and xreturn
. If it enters xcheck-out
,
z1 ci z2 is simultaneously sent to all nodes xcheckout
i
i
i
i
check-out
¼
then ci is replaced successively by Y i (in xi
) and some $j (in xcontinue
) such that
i
fxi ; xj g 2 EG . The obtained word z1 $j z2 is sent to xcheck-in
. This situation resembles exactly the
j
situation when z1 z2 is sent to xj after staying unchanged for one evolutionary step in xi. The
1
2
case when z1 j ci z2 enters any of the nodes xreturn
and xreturn
is considered above.
i
i
The only case remaining to be analyzed is when z1 #i z2 is transformed into y1 #i y2 (either
y1 ¼ z1 or y2 ¼ z2 ) after applying a substitution rule in x1i . Then y1 #i y2 is sent out. Its itinerary
through the network is as follows: x2i , where #i is replaced by ci , then x3i , where X. is replaced
1
or at least one of xreturn
by X. After leaving x3i , the new word, say z0 , can enter either xcheck-in
i
i
return2
check-in
continue
and xi
. If it enters xi
and consequently xi
, then the following computational
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step in C was simulated in C0 : z1 z2 was transformed into z0 , by applying a substitution rule
Y ! X in xi 2 XG and z0 was sent to all the nodes connected to xi. The situation when z0 enters
1
2
one of the nodes xreturn
and xreturn
corresponds to the situation when z0 cannot pass the output
i
i
filter of xi and a new evolutionary step in xi is to be considered. Note that every such
evolutionary step in C can be simulated by C0 in 6 evolutionary steps and 5 communication
steps.
The last case treated above works entirely well for an insertion node xi in C no matter its
filters type, while the whole discussion above is still valid for a deletion node xi.
By all the above considerations, we conclude that LðCÞ ¼ LðC0 Þ and TimeC0 ðnÞ
h
2 OðTimeC ðnÞÞ.
4 Direct simulations between AHNEPs and AHNEPFCs
Proposition 3

TimeAHNEP ðf ðnÞÞ  TimeAHNEPFC ðf ðnÞÞ for any function f : N ! N.

Proof Let C ¼ ðV; U; G; N ; a; b; x1 ; xn Þ be an AHNEP with the underlying graph G ¼
ðXG ; EG Þ and XG ¼ fx1 ; x2 ; . . .; xn g for some n 1. We construct the AHNEPFC


C0 ¼ V; U 0 ; G0 ; R; N 0 ; a0 ; b0 ; xs1 ; xsn , where
U 0 ¼ U [ fXi ; X d j X 2 U; i 2 f1; . . .; ngg
[ f$i j i 2 f1; . . .; ngg [ f#; $g:


The nodes of the graph G0 ¼ XG0 ; EG0 , the sets of rules associated with them and the way
in which they are applied, as well as the edges of EG0 together with the filters associated
with them are defined in the following.
First, for every pair of nodes xi ; xj from XG such that fxi ; xj g 2 EG we have the
following nodes in C0
 
 
x1i;j : R x1i;j ¼ fe ! $g; a0 x1i;j ¼ l;
 
 
x2i;j : R x2i;j ¼ f$ ! eg; a0 x2i;j ¼ l;

and the following edges (the nodes xfi and xsj are defined as in Fig. 3):

Fig. 3 The basic subnetwork used in the simulation of AHNEPs by AHENPFCs
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n
o
xfi ; x1i;j : P ¼ POðxi Þ; F ¼ FOðxi Þ [ f$g; b0 ¼ bðxi Þ;
n
o
b0 ¼ ðwÞ;
x1i;j ; x2i;j : P ¼ PIðxj Þ; F ¼ FIðxj Þ;
n
o
x2i;j ; xsj : P ¼ PIðxj Þ; F ¼ FIðxi Þ [ f$; $j g; b0 ¼ bðxj Þ:
For each node xi in C we add a subnetwork to C0 according to the cases considered in the
sequel.
Case 1. For an insertion or a substitution node xi 2 XG with weak filters C0 contains the
subnetwork depicted in Fig. 3.
n
o
The set of forbidden symbols F on the edge xfi ; xsi is defined by:

FOðxi Þ [ POðxi Þ [ f$i g; if xi is an insertion node
F¼
POðxi Þ [ f$i g; if xi is a substitution node
Case 2. If xi is an insertion or a substitution node with strong filters we just add the
following nodes to the construction above:
 s;Z 
 
¼ fe ! $i g; a0 xs;Z
¼ ;
xs;Z
i : R xi
i
and the edges
 s;Z 1 
xi ; xi : P ¼ f$i g; F ¼ fXi j X 2 Ug; b0 ¼ ðwÞ;

n
o
FOðxi Þ [ fZ; $i g; if xi is an insertion node
0
xfi ; xs;Z
;
F
¼
:
P
¼
U
i
fZ; $i g; if xi is a substitution node
and b0 ¼ ðwÞ; for all Z 2 POðxi Þ.
Case 3. If xi 2 XG is a deletion node, then the construction in Case 1 is modified as
follows:
– The way of applying the rules in node xsi is changed
  to l if a(xi) = r.

– Parameters of the node x1i are now R x1i ¼ X ! X d j X ! e 2 Mxi ;


a0 x1i ¼ .
  
  
– A new node is added: x4i with R x4i ¼ X d ! e ; a0 x4i ¼ aðxi Þ:
  
  
– Parameters of the node xfi are now R xfi ¼ X d ! X j X 2 U ; a0 xfi ¼ .
In this case, the edges are:
 s 1
 x1i ; xi2  :
xi2 ; xi3  :
xi3 ; xi4  :
xi4 ; xis  :
nxi ; xi o :
xfi ; xsi :



¼ Xd j X 2 U ;
¼ f#g;
¼ f$i g;
¼ f#g;
¼ ;;

P ¼ f$i g;
P ¼ U0;
P ¼ f#g;
P ¼ U0;
P ¼ U0;

F
F
F
F
F

P ¼ FOðxi Þ;

F ¼ f$i g;

b0
b0
b0
b0
b0

¼ ðwÞ;
¼ ðwÞ;
¼ ðwÞ;
¼ ðwÞ;
¼ ðwÞ;

b0 ¼ ðwÞ:

Let us follow a computation of C0 on the input word w 2 V  . Let us assume that w lies in
the input node xs1 of C0 . In the same time, we assume that w is found in x1, the input node of
C. Inductively, we may assume that a word w is found in some xi, a node of C, as well as in
xsi from C0 .
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In the sequel we consider two cases: xi is a substitution or a deletion node. Since the
reasoning for an insertion node is pretty similar to that for a substitution node, it is left to the
reader. Let xi be a substitution node, where a rule Y ! X is applied to w producing either
w1 Xw2 , if w ¼ w1 Yw2 or w, if w doesn’t contain Y. Here is the first difference with respect to
an insertion node where every rule that could be applied is actually applied. In C0 , the word
w is processed as follows. First w becomes w$i in xsi , then it can enter x1i only. Here it may
become w1 Xi w2 $i , if w ¼ w1 Yw2 , or it is left unchanged. Further, w$i can go back to xsi , where
another $i symbol is added to its righthand end. Then it returns to x1i and the situation above is
repeated. When xi is an insertion node, then this ‘‘ping-pong’’ process cannot happen. On the
other hand, w1 Xi w2 $i enters x2i . It is worth mentioning that any word arriving in x2i contains at
most one occurrence of Xi for some X 2 U. In x2i , all the symbols $i are replaced by # which is
to be deleted in x3i . Finally, the current word enters xfi where the symbol Xi, if present, is
rewritten into X. Thus, in node xfi we have obtained the word w1 Xw2 , if w ¼ w1 Yw2 , or w if
w doesn’t contain Y; all the other words that may be obtained during these five steps either lead
to the same word in xfi or have no effect on the rest of the computation.
The second case to be considered is when xi is a deletion node containing a rule Y ! e;
we will assume that this node is a left deletion node, all the other cases being treated
similarly. In this node, the word w is transformed into w0 , if w ¼ Yw0 , or is left unchanged,
otherwise. In C0 the word is processed as follows. First, in xs1 a symbol $i is inserted in the
rightmost end of the word. Then the word enters x1i , where it is transformed into w1 Y d w2 $i (if
w ¼ w1 Yw2 , for all the possible w1 ; w2 2 U  ) or w$i (if Y doesn’t occur in w). After this step,
w$i goes back to xsi , where another $i symbol is added. It then returns to x1i and the situation
above is repeated. On the other hand, all words w1 Y d w2 $i enter x2i . Again, we mention that
every word arriving in x2i contains at most one occurrence of Xd for some X 2 U. Here all the
symbols $i are replaced by #. The words can now enter x3i only, where all the symbols # are
deleted. Further they go to node x4i , where the symbol Xd is deleted, provided that it is the
leftmost one. Otherwise, they are left unchanged. Then each obtained word goes to xfi, where
it is transformed back into w, if the symbol Xd was not deleted in the previous node, or is left
unchanged. If the word still contains Xd, then it goes back to node x4i and the above
considerations can be applied again. If the word obtained doesn’t contain any Xd, then it is
either w0 , where w ¼ Yw0 , or w; all the other words that we may obtain during these six steps
either lead to the same word in xfi or have no effect on the rest of the computation.
In conclusion, if w 2 U  is a word in the nodes xi of C and xsi of C0 , then we can obtain
0
w 2 U  in one processing step of C if and only if we can obtain w0 in the node xfi of C0 in 5
processing steps (if xi is an insertion or substitution node) or in 6 processing steps (if xi is a
deletion node). At this point we note that w0 can leave xi and enter xj in C if and only if w0 can
leave xfi and enters xsj via the nodes x1i,j and x2i,j. If w0 can leave xi but cannot enter xj in C, then
it is trapped in x1i,j in C0 . Finally, if w0 cannot leave node xi, then it is resent by xfi to xsi (in the
case of deletion nodes, and insertion and substitution nodes with weak filters) or to the nodes
xs,Z
i , for all Z 2 POðxi Þ (in the case of insertion and substitution nodes with strong filters);
from this point the process described above is repeated, with the only difference that in the
case of insertion and substitution nodes with strong filters, the role of node xsi is played by the
nodes xs,Z
i .
From the above considerations, it follows that C0 simulates in at most 6 processing steps
and 5 communication steps a processing step of C, and in another 2 processing steps and 3
communication steps a communication step of C. We conclude that LðCÞ ¼ LðC0 Þ and
h
TimeC0 ðnÞ 2 OðTimeC ðnÞÞ:
The converse of the previous proposition holds.
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Proposition 4

TimeAHNEPFC ðf ðnÞÞ  TimeAHNEP ðf ðnÞÞ for any function f : N ! N.

Proof Let C ¼ ðV; U; G; R; N ; a; b; x1 ; xn Þ be an AHNEPFC with G ¼ ðXG ; EG Þ; XG


having n nodes x1 ; x2 ; . . .; xn . We construct the AHNEP C0 ¼ V; U 0 ; G0 ; N 0 ; a0 ; b0 ; xI ; xO ,
where
U 0 ¼ V [ X [ fYg; X ¼ fXi;j j 1 i 6¼ j n; i 6¼ n; and fxi ; xj g 2 EG g


G0 ¼ XG0 ; EG0 ;
n
o
XG0 ¼ fxI ; xO g [ xi;j ; x0i;j j 1 i 6¼ j n; i 6¼ n; and fxi ; xj g 2 EG ;
nn
o
o
EG0 ¼ ffxI ; x1;i g j 2 i ng [
xi;j ; x0i;j j 1 i 6¼ j n; i 6¼ n
nn
o
o
[
x0i;j ; xj;k j 1 i 6¼ j n; 1 j 6¼ k n
nn
o
o
[
x0i;n ; xO j 1 i n  1 ;
and the other parameters defined as follows:
• node xI : M ¼ fe ! X1;i j 2
–
–

ng;

PI ¼ V; FI ¼ X; PO ¼ X; FO ¼ ;;
a0 ¼ ; b0 ¼ ðwÞ:

• nodes xi;j ; 1
–
–

i

i 6¼ j

n; i 6¼ n : M ¼ Rðxi Þ,

PI ¼ fXi;j g; FI ¼ X n fXi;j g; PO ¼ Pfxi ;xj g ; FO ¼ Ffxi ;xj g ;
a0 ¼ aðxi Þ; b0 ¼ bðfxi ; xj gÞ:

• nodes x0i;j ; 1 i 6¼ j n; i 6¼ n:

fXi;j ! Xj;k j 1 k n; k 6¼ jg; if j\n
– M¼
fXi;j ! Yg; if j ¼ n
– PI ¼ fXi;j g; FI ¼ X n fXi;j g; PO ¼ ðX [ fYgÞ n fXi;j g; FO ¼ ;;
– a0 ¼ ; b0 ¼ ðwÞ:
• node xO : M ¼ ;; PI ¼ fYg; FI ¼ ;; PO ¼ ;; FO ¼ ;;
–

a0 ¼ ; b ¼ ðsÞ:

Any computation in C0 on an input word w 2 V þ produces in xI all words w1 X1;i w2
with w1 ; w2 2 V  such that w ¼ w1 w2 and 2 i n provided that fx1 ; xi g 2 EG . Each
word containing X1,i enters x1,i. In a more general setting, we assume that a word
y1 Xi;j y2 ; y1 ; y2 2 V  , enters xi,j at a given step of the computation of C0 on w. This
means that y ¼ y1 y2 enters xi at a given step of the computation of C on w. Let y be
transformed into z ¼ z1 z2 in node xi and z can pass the filter on the edge between xi and
xj. Let us further assume that yp is transformed into zp ; p ¼ 1; 2. This easily implies
that y1 Xi;j y2 is transformed into z1 Xi;j z2 in node xi,j and z1 Xi;j z2 can pass the output filter
of xi,j. Note that the converse is also true. Now, z1 Xi;j z2 ; j 6¼ n, enters x0i;j where all
words z1 Xj;k z2 , with 1 k 6¼ j n and fxj ; xk g 2 EG , are produced. Each word z1 Xj;k z2
enters xj,k and the process of simulating the computation in C resumes. On the other
hand, z1 Xi;n z2 enters x0i;n where Xi,n is replaced by Y. All words produced in x0i;n , for
some 1 i n  1, enter xO and the computation ends. Note that by the considerations
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above, a word enters x0i;n if and only if a word from xi was able to pass the filter on the
edge between xi and xn in C:
Note that two consecutive steps (evolutionary and communication) in C are simulated by four steps (two evolutionary and two communication) in C0 . Therefore, LðCÞ ¼
LðC0 Þ and TimeC0 ðnÞ 2 OðTimeC ðnÞÞ. hold
h
As a direct consequence of the results presented in the previous two sections we can
state the main result of this paper:
Theorem 1
TimeAHNEP ðf ðnÞÞ ¼ TimeUAHNEP ðf ðnÞÞ ¼ TimeAHNEPFC ðf ðnÞÞ
for any function f : N ! N:

5 Simulations preserving complexity and the shape
The simulations presented above may lead to underlying graphs of the simulating networks
that differ very much from the underlying graphs of the simulated networks. However, it
looks like there is some form of duality between edges and nodes in the simulations. In
network theory, some types of underlying graphs are common like rings, stars, grids, etc.
Networks of evolutionary words processors, seen as language generating or accepting
devices, having underlying graphs of these special forms have been considered in several
papers, see, e.g., (Martı́n-Vide and Mitrana 2005) for an early survey. On the other hand, in
almost all works reported so far AHNEPs and AHNEPFCs have complete underlying
graphs.
Simulations preserving the type of the underlying graph of the simulated network
(together with its computational complexity) represent, in our view, a matter of interest.
We briefly discuss here the case of networks with a complete underlying graph. Starting
from the observation that every AHNEPFC can be immediately transformed into an
equivalent AHNEPFC with a complete underlying graph (the edges that are to be added are
associated with filters which make them useless), we may immediately state that Proposition 3 holds for complete AHNEPs and AHNEPFCs as well.
Theorem 2 If a language is accepted by a complete AHNEP in Oðf ðnÞÞ time, then it is
accepted by a complete AHNEPFC in Oðf ðnÞÞ, for any function f : N ! N.
A stronger result that can be obtained directly from the proof of Proposition 2 is:
Theorem 3 For any function f : N ! N, a language is accepted by a complete AHNEP
in Oðf ðnÞÞ time, if and only if it is accepted by a complete UAHNEP in Oðf ðnÞÞ.
Proof It suffices to complete the underlying graph G0 of C0 in the proof of Proposition 2.
Apart from the considerations in that proof, it should be mentioned that the following
situation may happen. Although a word, say z, enters at some moment xi in C and cannot
, enters some
leave xi unchanged, the corresponding word in C0 can go out from xcheck-in
i
check-in
continue
x2i (Y), then xcheckout
;
x
,
and
finally
x
for
some
1
j
¼
6
i
n

1.
However, if
j
i
i
this may happen, then z should be in xi and xj at the same time because C is a complete
AHNEP. Therefore, this fact does not influence the accepted language of C0 .
h
Although it is true that every AHNEP is equivalent to a complete AHNEP (every Turing
machine can be simulated by a complete AHNEP), we do not know a simple and direct
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transformation as that for AHNEPFCs. Therefore, a direct simulation of complete
AHNEPFC by complete AHNEP remains open. Furthermore, simulations preserving
complexity as well as the type of the underlying graph remain to be further investigated.

6 Final remarks
The language decided by an AHNEP and AHNEPFC is defined in (Margenstern et al.
2005) and (Drăgoi et al. 2007), respectively. In a similar way the language decided by an
UAHNEP can be defined. It is easy to note that the construction in the proof of Proposition
4 works for the decided languages as well. However, in the proofs of Propositions 2 and 3,
C0 does not detect the non-accepting halting computations of C, since configurations
obtained in consecutive processing steps of C are not obtained here in consecutive processing steps. Thus C0 doesn’t necessarily decide the language decided by C. It is known
from the simulation of Turing machines by AHNEPs and AHNEPFCs (Manea et al. 2007;
Drăgoi and Manea 2008) that the languages decided by AHNEPs can be also decided by
AHNEPFCs. By a similar construction to those from (Manea et al. 2007; Drăgoi and
Manea 2008), one may prove that any recursive language can be decided by UAHNEPs.
Under these circumstances, the following problem is legitimate: Can the constructions
from the proofs of Propositions 3 and 2 be modified for a direct simulation of AHNEPs
halting on every input? Finally, as the networks of evolutionary picture processors introduced in (Bottoni et al. 2009b) do not have insertion nodes, it would be of interest to find
direct simulations for these devices. In other words, can we simulate networks having all
nodes of just one or two types out of the three without introducing nodes of the missing
type(s)?
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